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1 The coordínate of a pa吋icle in meters is given by x(t) = 1 副- 3.0e. where the time t is in 
se∞nds . The pa前icle is momentarily at rest at t = 
A. 0.755 B. 1.3 s C. 5.3 s 
D. 7.35 

2 A ball is in free fal l. Its acceleration is: 
A. downward during both ascent and descent 
B. downward durìng as個nt and upward during des臼nt

C.upwa吋 during ascent and downward during des個nt
D. upward during both ascent and descent 
E . do啊nward at all tlmes except at the ve可 top， when it ìs zero 

3 Displacement can be obtained from: 
A. the slope of an acceleration-time graph 
B. the slope of a velocity-time 9悶ph
C. the area under an acceleration-time graph 
D. the area under a velocity-time graph 
E the slope of an acceleration-time graph 

4 A certain vector in the xy plane has an x component of 4m and a y ∞mponent of 10m. It is 
then rotated in the xy plane 50 í悟 x component is doubled. It8 new y component is about: 
A.2Om B. 7.2m C. 5.0m D.4.5m E. 2.2m 

5 A jet plane in straight horizontal flight passes over your head. When it is directly above you. 
the sound 8eems to come from a point behind the plane In a direction 30-from the ve前ical.
The speed of the plane is: A. the same as the speed of sound B. half the speed of sound C. 
three-flfths the speed of sound D. 0.866 times the speed of sound E. twi白的e speed of sound 

6 For a biological sample in a 1.0-m radius 但ntrifuge to have a 喝ntripetal acceleration of 25g 
Ms speed must be: A.竹 mfs B.16m/s C. 50m/s D.122m1s E. 245m/s 

7 A car accelerates from rest on a straight road. A short time later. the car de但le悶tes to a stop 
and then returns to its original posìtion in a similar man間r， by speeding up and then slowing 
to a stop. Which of the following five coordinate versus time graphs best desc巾的 the motion? 
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E. None I)f the:;e 
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10 A boy on the edge of a vertical cliff 20m high throws a stone horizontally outward wíth a speed 

。f 20m/s. It strikes the ground at what horizontal dìstance from the foot of the cli仟? Use 
g = 10mlS2. A. 10m B. 40m C. 50m D. 50v5m E. none of these 

11 An object placed on an equal-arm balance requires 12 kg to balance 怯 When placed on a 
spring 5cale, the scale reads 12 旬 . Everythìng (balance, 5ca悟 ， set of weights and object) is 
now transported to the Moon where the free-fall acceleration is one-sixth that on Earth. The 
new readings of the balance and spring scale (respectively) are: A 12 旬 ， 12 kg B. 2旬 ， 2kg
C 12 旬， 2 kg D.2 旬， 12 陶E. 12 旬， 72kg

12 A circus performer 07 weight n- i早叭'ðJking alo l1g ~ "high 叭。 l r~ ð亨見h O\'.' I\ . The teJ)f,ion in the 
\ '.'1 I'e 

到三

A. is approximately W B. is approximately W/2 C. is much less than W D. is much more than 
W E. depends on whether he stands on one foot or two feet 

13 A 24-N ho巾。ntal for臼 is applied to a 40-N block initially at rest on a rough horizontal su斤ace .
If the coefficients of friction are ~8 = 0.5 and /.Jk = 0.4, the magnitudle of the frictional force on 
the block is: A. 8N B. 12N C. 16N D. 20N E. 400N 

14 A line drive to the sho吋:stop is caught at the same height as it was; originally hit. Over its 
entire flight the work done by gravity and the work done by air res istance ， 問spectively ， are: 
A. zero; positive B. zero; negative C. positive; negative D. negative; positive E. negative; 
negative 

的 A forωof 10N holds an îdeal spring with a 2弘N/m spring constant in compression. The 
potential energy stored in the spring is: A 0.5J B.2.5J C. 5 J D. 10 J E. 200 J 
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16 Two blocks, weighing 250N ancl 350 N, respectively, are connected by a string that passes over 
a massless pulley as shown. The tension in the string is: A. 250N B. 290N C. 350N 
D. 500N E. 700N 

17 810ck A, with a mass of 10 kg, rests on a 30
0 

incline. The coefficient of kinetic frictlon is 0.20. 
The attached string is parallel to the incline and passes over a massless, frictionless pulley at 
the top. Block 8 , with a mass of 8.0 kg, is attached to the danglìng end of the string. The 
acceleration of B is: 

丸. 0.69 m/s2. up the plðne 

B. 0,69 ln / s2 . d O\\ll the p lðlle 

c . 2GIII JJ 亂 u p t he p lðne 

D. 2.6 m/s'2 . down t he plðne 

E 。
18 The magnitude of the force requi陪d to cause a 0.04-kg object to move at 0.6m/s in a circle of 

radius 1.0m is: A. 2.4 )( 10-2 N B. 1.4 )( 10-2 N C. 1 .4π)( 10-2 N D. 2.4TT2 )( 10-2 N 
E. 3.13N 

19 Camping equipment weighing 6000N is pulled across a frozen lake by means of a horizontal 
rope. The coefficient of kinetic friction is 0.05. How much work. is done by the campers in 
pulling the eguipment 100011] if its speed is i~creasing at the _ constant rate of 0.20m/s2? 
A ~1~2)( 106 J' B. 1.8)( 105 J C. '3.0)( 105 J D. 4~2)( 105 J E. 1.2)( 106 J 

20 Which of the fo llowing five quantities is NOT an expression for energy? Here m is a mass, 
9 is the acceleration due to gravity, h and d are distances, F is a fo[ce, v is a speed, a i6 an 
acceleration, P is power, and t is time. A. mgh B. Fd C. 1/2mv' D. Ma E. Pt 

21 A golf ball is struck by a golf club and falls on a green three meters above the tee. The potential 
energyof the Earth-ball system is greatest: A. just before the ball is struck 
8 . ju剖 after the ball is struck C. just after the balllands on the green 0. when the ball comes to 
rest on the green E. when the ball reaches the highest point in its flight 

22- The potential energy of a b<?dy of mass r:!l is give!l by U = -mgx + 112kx2. The corresponding 
for臼 is: A. -mg'?/2 + kx:3旭 B . mg~/2 .:. k~/6' C. -mg-+ kxI2 O. -mg +以
E. mg - kx 
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25 A student's life was saved in an automobile accident because an ai巾ag expanded in front of 
his head 圖 If the car had not been equipped with an airbag , the windsihield would have stopped 
the motion of his head in a much shorter time. Compared to the windshield, the airbag: A. 
causes a much smaller change in momentum B. exerts a much smaller Impulse C. causes a 
much smaller change In kinetic energy D. exerts a much smaller fmce E. does much more 
work 

26 Wrapping paper is being from a 5.0-cm radius tube ， 什ee to rotate on its axis. If it is pulled at 
the constant rate of 10 cm/s and does not slip on the tube, the angular velocity of the tube is: 
A2.0 rad旭日 5.0 rad/s C. 10 radls 0 . 25 radIs E. 50 rad/s 

27 A 5.0-kg ball roll8 wìthout sllding from rest down an inclined plane. A 4.0-kg block, mounted 
on roller bearîngs totaling 100 g, rolls 什om rest down the 5ame plane. At the bottom, the block 
has: A. greater speed than the ball B. less speed than the ball C. the same speed as the ball 
D. greater or less speed than the ball ,depending on the angle of inclination 
E. greater or less speed than the ball , depending on the radius of the ball 

三百五百ai前ight b叫， having a lid of area 80 cm<! , is pa前ially evacuated. Atrnospheric pressure 
ìs 1.01 X 10:;' Pa. A force of 600N is required to pull the lid 0何 the box. The pressure in the 
box was: A. 2.60 x 104 Pa B. 6 .35 x 104 Pa C. 7.50)( 104 Pa 0.1.38 x 105Pa 
E1.76 x 105 Pa 

29 A21叩叫0句9雌c叫pa酬叫Iy胸y圳州10ω。傌側叫s臼輪e的s吋3叫wh…s間蚓 in叫1
density of the ob叫Iject i眩s缸 A. 7 . 0g/cα叩m~ B . 3.5句gl允cm3 C .固 1 .4gl何cm3 0.1叫4 g/cm~ E. none 
。fthese

30 A 0.20-kg 0吋ect attached to a spring whose spring constant is 500N/m executes simple harmonic 
motion. If its maximum speed is 5.0m/s , the amplitude of its oscillation is: A. O.0020m B. O.10m 
C. 0.20m D.25m E. 250m 

31 The principle of equipa門投ion of energy states that the intemal energy of a gas is shared equally: 
A. among the molecules B. between kinetic and potential energy C. among the relevant 
deg罔聞。f freedom D. between translational and vibrational kinetic energy E. between 
temperature and pressure 

32 One mole of an ideal gas expands reversibly and Isothermally a,t temperature T until its volume 
iS doubléd. Thé thange of entropy ôf this gas for th is protess is: A. Rln 2 日 (In 2)斤 C . O
D. RT In 2 E. 2R 

23 A 640-N hunter get5 a rope around a 3200-N polar bear. They are stationa旬， 20m apa叫.on
frictionless level ice. When the hunter pulls the polar bear to him, the polar bear will move: 
A" 1.0m B.3.3m C. 10m D. 12m E. 17m 

24 A block is released from rest at point P and slides along the frictionless track shown. At point 
Q, its speed is: 

P 
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33 Th陪e identi伺1 uniform rods are each acted on by two or more forces, all pe巾endicular to 
the rods and all equal in magnitude. Which of the rods ∞uld be in static equilib的um if an 
additional force is applied at 出e 臼nter of mass of the rod? A. Only 1 B. Only 2 C. Only 3 
D. Only 1 and 2 E. A11 th用e

t t 
「一一 ， j 

v 

34 A 5.0-m weightless strut, hinged to a wall , is used to support an 800-N block as shown. The 
horizontal and ve吋呀!∞mponents of the force of the hinge on the strut are: 

，"~ . FH = 800N. Fy = 800~ 
B , FH = 600N. Fy = 800 ~ 
C. FH = 800N. Fy = 600~ 
D. FH = 1200~J.仇. = 800N 
E. FH =O.Fy = 800N 

35 A picture is to be hung from the ceiling by means of two wires. Order the following arrangements 
of the wlres according to the tension force of wlre B, from least to greatest. A. 1, 11 , 111 
B. 111 , 11 , 1 C. 1 and 11 tie, then 111 D. 11 , 1, 111 E. all tie 
/ / / / / / / / /' j j J LLJ LL 

A B 

• C' !n 

II III 

36 The displacement of a st巾9 is giv1en by y伏， t) = Ym sin(kx +ωt) . 
The speed of the wave is: A. 2lTkI<.o B . ωIk C.ωk 0.2甘Ik E. k12甘

37 When the temperature of a cop閃r pe1nny is increased by 100. C, its diameter increases by 
0.17%. The a憎a of one of its faces increas臼 by: A. 0. 17% 日 0.34% C. 0.51% 0 . 0.13% 
E. 0.27% 

38 A negatively charged rubber rod is bnought near the knob of a positively charged electroscope. 
The result is that: A. the electrosco閃 leaves will move farther apart B. the rod will 105e its 
charge C. the electr05cope leaves Vivill tend to collapse D. the electroscope will become 
discharged E. nothing noticeable 叫111 happen 

39 An isolated charged point particle produces an electric fre旭 with m句nitude E at a point 2m 
away from the charge. A point at whic:h the field magnitude is E/4 is: A. 1 m away from the 
particle B. 0.5m away from the particle C. 2m away from thepa吋icle D. 4m away from the 
particle E. 8m away from the particle 
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40 A charged point particle is placed at the center of a spheri個I Gaussian surface. The electric 
f1ux φE is changed if: A. the sphere is replaced by a cube of the same volume 
B. the sphere is replaced by a cube of one-tenth the volume 
C. the point charge is moved 0何 center (but still inside the original sphere) 
D. the point charge is moved to just outside the sphere 
E a second point charge is placed just outside the sphere 

41 Three pa叫icles lie on the x axis: pa吋icle 1, with a charge of 1 叫。-1$ C is at x = 1 cm, 
paf\iclè 2 , with a charge of 2 x 10-8 C, is at x = 2 cm, and pa前icle 3. with a cha旬e of -3 :~ 
10-0 C, is at x = 3 cm. The potential energy of thJs arrangement, relative to the potential 
energy for infinite separation, is: A. +4.{;b< 10-4 J B. ":4 .9 X 10-4 J C. +8.5 X 10-4 J 
D. -8.5 x 10-" J E. zerc 

42 A battery is used to charge a serìes combination of two identical capacitors. If the potential 
difference across the battery terminals is V and total charge Q f10ws through the batte叩 during
the oharging process then the charge on the positive plate of each capacitor and the potential 
di作:erence across each capacitor are: A. Q/2 and V/2 , respectively B. Q and V I respectively 
C. QJ2 and V , respectively D. Q and V/2 , respectively E. Q and 2V , respectively 

43 A wire with a length of 150.!11 ang a radius of 0.15mm carrie~ a current with a uniform 
current density of 耳8 x 107 Alm2

. The current is: A. O .63A2 日 2.0A C. 5.9A2 

D.296A E. 400IA.L. 

44 Four 20-0 resistors are connected in parallel and the combination Îs connected to a 20-V emf 
device. The current in the device is: A. 0.25A B. 1.0A C. 4.0A D. 5.0A E. 100A 

45 Àt one instant an electron (charge = -1.6x.1 0-19 C) is moving ir] the xy plane, the 
componen括 of its velocity being vx = 5叫 05 m/s and 1-y = 3x "1 05 m/s. Ã 'magnetic field of 
0.8T is in the positive x direction. At that instant the ,magnitude of the magnetic force on 
theelectron is: A. 0 B. 2.6 X 10-14 N C. 3.8 X 10-14 N- 0.6.4 X 10-14 Ñ E.1 .0 X 10-13 

N 
46 Two long parallel straight wires carry equal currents in opposlte directions. At a point midway 

between the wires, the magnetic field they produce is: A. zero B. non-zero and along a line 
connecting the wires C. non-zero and parallel to the wires D. non-zero and perpendicular to 
the plane of the two wires E. none of the above 

47 A car travels no巾wa吋 at 75km/h along a straight road in a region where Earth's magnetic 
field has SI vertical component of 0.50 x 10-4 T. The emf induced between the left and right 
side, separated by 1.7m, is: A. 0 B. 1.8mV C. 3.6mV D.6.4mV E. 13mV 

48 A capacitor in an LC oscillator has a maximum potential d 
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